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FROM THE SCHOOL DIRECTOR'S DESK

My dear Pathwaysians,
Considering that we are approaching the accomplishment of another Academic Year, April & May were to be
academically rigorous months across all Grades. But the pandemic took us by surprise, yet again, where
circumstances led us to move back to online learning for all Students till the end of April to begin with & then till
the end of the Academic Year.
Both, our Students & Teachers, seem to have become mavens at online teaching-learning, where Trials for DP2,
TOK Exhibition & 2nd Trials for Students of MYP5 did take place as scheduled, though virtually.
New Students who join us in the new Academic Year got a flavour of an online Orientation at the beginning of this
month. Through this meaningful Session the Students got to interact with their respective Principals & Teachers,
along with getting a brief introduction of the Campus & School structure. This gave them an insight into what they
should expect in their journey as Pre-Term Students & thereon as regular Students from July 2021.
This time around, due to the pandemic, IB decided that all IB Schools in India will go the non-exam route. Though
this was not the best way that the Pathways Community would have liked to culminate the Academic Year for
MYP5 & DP2 Students, but it will be fair to quote here that “when man proposes, God disposes”. All my blessings &
good wishes for success to our MYP5 & DP2 Students, even if they will be rated differently by the Board in this
second unique year. I am sure this MYP5 & DP2 Class of 2021 will also do us proud, just like their predecessor
Graduating Classes.
April also marks a special month for PWS as, on the 28th of this month, 18 years ago the School came into being. As
PWS adorns adulthood & we reflect on the years gone by, we have come a long way by having learnt a lot & yet a
lot to learn. The uncertainties that the pandemic brought with it has re-enforced for the Pathways Community
what Camilla Eyring Kimball once said, “You do not find the happy life, YOU MAKE IT”. I am proud to state that our
Community has left no stone unturned in viewing the current situation also through a lens of positivity. Heartiest
congratulations to our Students & Parents for their belief in us & kudos to the Staff for their support in taking this
Institution to new heights.
Best wishes,
Sonya Ghandy Mehta
School Director
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Poetry is magic. It illuminates the heart and liberates the soul.
April is the National Poetry Month and the year 2021 marks the 25th anniversary of this event. To
commemorate this, various activities were held in the Middle School that emphasized on the
significance poetry has on our culture and identity. Students were given the opportunity to
participate in various events to explore their creative writing skills and also comprehend various
aspects of some famous poems. They participated in interactive poetry games and activities like
creating Haiku poems etc.
Students of PYP 3 participated in ‘Global Poetry Contest’ in a Pen Pals Project and wrote their
own poems. These have been shared in the Padlet link HERE . The poetry writing skills of these
young students are indeed commendable!

Script-writing Workshop
On 12th April the students of MYP 1
enjoyed a delightful collaboration
between the departments of English
and Drama. The students of MYP 4
planned a workshop on Script Writing
and
Theatre
Production
for
the
students of MYP 1. This workshop is
aligned with the ongoing unit on
‘Drama’ and the students participated
enthusiastically in the student led
session. Through a variety of exciting
activities, the students taught and
learnt the various aspects of creating
and performing a play. By the end of
the workshop students were able to
create and present their own ‘One-Act
Plays’.
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The Daly College MUN
The Daly College of Indore held its virtual MUN
from 19th to 21st April. 14 delegates from MYP2
to MYP4 took part in this event in which more
than 270 delegates from 25 schools across
India as well as from the Gulf region also
participated. Thus, the students embarked on
a three -day journey full of learning, fun and
discussions around some important global
issues.
The Guests of Honour for this conference were
Darsheel Safary and Naman Jain, leading
actors from Bollywood. They discussed the
importance for such platforms to initiate
discussions that matter.

Kaashvi Khurana of MYP 4 was awarded the Best Delegate
award in the UNSC committee.

Sustainability Summit
On 23rd and 24th April, a few students of Middle School participated in the Sustainability
Summit, organised by SAI International School and Dhirubhai Ambani International School.
It was a two-day program to educate students and spread awareness about environment
and sustainability. The days were filled with fun learning and intense discussions, Q&A
sessions and interactive games around the theme of the conference.
The event was concluded by a short note of thanks by the Round Square representative of
SAI International School, Ms. Jessica Patnaik. Ms. Patnaik encouraged the students to keep
the torch burning for sustainability and envision a healthier and greener future for all.
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On the 23rd of April, the DP1 students made their presentations for the ToK Exhibitions, the
first assessment component of the Theory of Knowledge. For this, the students had to
identify 3 objects that provide different perspectives to the prompts provided by the IB. The
students made a presentation with their objects and spoke about the objects in relation to
the prompt they chose for around 10 minutes. It was an enriching journey to take with the
students, as each one spoke about a personal connect to them and showcased the real world
application of each of the objects it to an audience comprising of Students, Parents, Board
members and teachers from many schools. This exhibition was a learning experience and
reflection into their knowledge and pushed their critical thinking skills to the next level.
Some glimpses to the event:
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Virtual Student-Led Conference (March)
The first virtual Student-Led Conference was conducted for students of Early Years – PYP 4, on
Friday, 26th March. The Student-led Conference offered the students an opportunity to reflect
and report on their progress at school to their parents. During the conference, students gave an
account of their academic progress, articulated goals and shared samples of their learning from
different areas of the curriculum.
Parents and teachers became true partners in learning by supporting the students during the
Student-led Conference. They not only played the role of good listeners but also provided
reinforcement, encouragement and praise. They also asked probing questions to help students
look realistically at their own work and facilitate deeper student self-reflection. The 3-Way
conference reinforced the partnership between parents, students and facilitators.

PYP to MYP: Orientation Session
To familiarize the PYP5 parents and students with an important transition to the Middle Years
Programme, a Virtual Orientation Session was held for them on Monday, 26th of April. The
parents attended the orientation with their children to get a glimpse of what MYP holds for them
in the next Academic Year. The School Director, MYP Principal and GLC-MYP1 took the parents
through the similarities and differences between PYP and MYP, and the structures and routines in
Middle School. A few select students also joined and gave their perspectives on the opportunities
they received in Middle School, the sense of well-being in MS and also gave the upcoming batch
an insight into 'A day in the life of an MYP1 student'. The presentation was followed by a Q&A
session where initial queries of the PYP5 parents were addressed by the Middle School Team.
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Political Pandora
Led by Adi Roy and Thenthamizh SS, students of Global Politics (DP1) have recently started an
organisation, 'Political Pandora', which aims to promote youth involvement in politics,
contemporary issues and current affairs. For the world, by the youth, the Political Pandora
resonates with the voices of tomorrow. The Pandora website has garnered a diverse audience in
over 26 countries since its launch in March 2021.
Click HERE for the link of their website and HERE for their Instagram Account for more
information on their initiatives.

Adi Roy

Thenthamizh SS

Project 'SustainTrain'
Siya Mehra, Nitya Chugh, Sara Sehgal, and Saranya Gupta of DP1 participated in the Global Social
Leaders Competition as Team SustainTrain . Global Social Leaders was created in 2011 by Future
Foundations and Wellington Leadership Institute. Both organizations have extensive experience,
credentials, and awards for their work with young people, leadership, and character building. The
aim of the GSL Global Goals Competition is to develop students’ understanding of global citizenship
and to turn their ideas into reality. They support young people to develop and action projects that
help to achieve the United Nations’ Global Goals. The Team SustainTrain's project, was to handmade care packages, made entirely using recyclable materials, including useful items such as toys,
stationery, masks, hand sanitizers, etc. and donate to a few NGOs. Their future plan is to collaborate
with Green-o-Tech India and give the recyclable paper to them to receive stationery made from that
paper in return.
Their complete project report can be viewed HERE.

Click on the image for a YouTube link that gives
insights about their entire project including the
impacts, outcomes, SDGs addressed
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TOK BUZZ!
On the day of the ToK Exhibition, a handful of DP1 students have launched the first edition of the
magazine entitled “ToK Buzz”. Comprising of various perspectives on and activities related to ToK,
this magazine is the first of its kind!
Click on the image below to
check out this wonderful
magazine!

THE TEAM!
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Pathways Gazette
We introduced Pathways Gazette to our readers in our March edition. It is a publication which is being led by a
few select students of DP1 and DP2. We will regularly be sharing articles, perspectives and stories published in
in the Gazette! This edition brings to you an interesting perspective shared by two students of DP1, Srijaa
Chatterjee and Udai Singh Rawal. Click on the image below to read it!

Share your feedback with the team at:
thepathwaysgazette@gmail.com

The Music Students at PWS
remain dedicated throughout
this academic year to their
practice
and
virtual
presentations,
and
we
are
thrilled of those who have shown
continuous progress in their
musical learning and strive to
match an international standard,
acknowledged by this worldclass music board.
Congratulation to Neil Chadha of
MYP2 for having passed his
Grade 3 on the Piano with flying
colours.
Neil
remains
active
throughout this semester and he
is due to appear later this year in
the
Middle
School
Annual
Production.
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Savya Bindal of MYP5 has recently started her podcast called “Surf of the Horizon” which is
specifically curated to talk about issues relevant to teenagers and she invites an influencer or a
known personality to talk about the issues. Her first episode titled as "Chasing Dreams" was
released earlier in April which had Kabeer Khurana, an international award-winning filmmaker
and the co-founder of India's youngest publishing venture, Bombaykala Books.

Click HERE for the link of the Podcast.

Savya Bindal

Medha Nair, a student of PYP5 took up a project to clean a pond. She is currently in Kerala. There
is a pond in their backyard, which has been used by her family for generations. Looking at the
state of the pond, she and her family decided to clean it and breed fish in it. They outsourced the
cleaning work, which was supervised primarily by Medha. The cleaning project is now complete.
She and her family are now breeding fish in the pond. She is also planning to reach out to a
larger community to talk about the cause.

Click HERE to see the video of her 'Action'

Medha Nair
Heartiest congratulations to the budding filmmaker Mauraya Sharma DP1 for his latest movie 'Seeped' which
was released for private viewing, film festivals and media. Mauraya and his team had applied to over 60 film
festivals for the screening of the movie, including the Oscar nomination. The movie tackles topics long
considered taboo by most Indian audiences.
He has recently been interviewed for Hindustan Times 'Sunday Brunch' and also featured in The Indian Express
for the movie.

Click HERE to read the article published in The Indian Express

Mauraya Sharma
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Eashan Mehra - A Star Cricketer in the Making
Eashan Mehra of MYP1 started following his passion for Cricket when he was 8 years old. He has
spent the last four years exploring and practicing the sport. From barely being able to score a 50 to
his astonishing score of 149 his journey of becoming a champion is an inspiring one. As a young
player, he faced many disappointments and early wickets, but he never let them deter him from
his goal. Instead, he started practicing more rigorously and with dedication and started to improve
his skills. Even though, it took him two years to score his first 50. As an all-rounder student, it’s no
surprise that he used his dedication and patience to keep his motivation up and bridge the gaps.
It has taken Eashan Mehra four years of strength and willpower to have reached this far in Cricket.
Hard work, focus, and consistency have helped him achieve his initial goals and Pathways wishes
that he continues on this great path to make us all proud!

Another story by our young story-teller Anshuman Nagpal of
PYP5 has been published.
Click HERE to read the story!

Anshuman Nagpal
Kudos to Mayra Tomar PYP5 for implementing her learning of Sustainable Development Goals and action
taken accordingly.
Click on the image to read how she achieved her goal!

Mayra Tomar
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The Boarders enjoyed learning the basic skill of ironing clothes.

The Nile Residence conducted an exciting drawing activity based on the theme ‘Paint your
Dreams’. The girls used their creativity and art skills to showcase a stunning and astonishing
image of their dreams.

To create environmental awareness in the Boarders, a "Go- Green" initiative was carried out. The
activity including screening of a documentary which emphasized on everyone's duties towards the
environment. Several actions such as tree plantation, controlling the pollution and saving the
energy by turning off the lights commemorates the Earth Day on 22nd April.
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Some fun moments...

Mid- term break was all about relaxation and entertainment. Although the Boarders did not play Holi
considering the current situation, they enjoyed various activities, special meals and outings that were
organised for them. The opportunity to cook Maggie noodles and cold coffee on their own was thoroughly
enjoyable. All this provided a welcome change from the daily routine and the Boarders resumed school with
a refreshed mind and body!

As a part of their weekend activity, the Primary School Boarders participated in an interactive
session on SDGs conducted by the Library Staff.
Later, they also enjoyed clay activities
organised for them in the Visual Art Room.

